Houston Johnson
Houston Johnson Sequences Key Components to Ford Plant

System Overview:
Founded in 1987, Houston-Johnson provides logistic ser-

system to manage warehouse processes and track inven-

vices to the largest automotive manufacturers and parts sup-

tory. Houston-Johnson’s vendors ship parts primarily in large

pliers as a Tier 1 or Tier 2 supplier. These services include

metal or plastic racks. Some parts, like drive-shafts, come

sequencing, modular assembly, kitting and rework opera-

stacked on pallets. These racks and pallets are stored in the

tions with automotive suppliers and consumer products.

warehouse in floor locations. Operators use Exacta Mobile
on the RF handheld device to direct and track the storage

Houston-Johnson Inc. (HJI) had high labor costs, a quality

of new parts into locations within the warehouse. Operators

rating that was not anything to brag about, and was missing

scan the inbound rack or pallet ID to identify the product for

the visibility customers wanted to see. Picking was done

putaway. Based on the part ID, they are directed to a specific

by labels and was more labor intensive. Validation of the

location in the warehouse in which to store that part.

sequencing was very manual and challenging to track. With
sequencing errors an inconsistent threat, a large claims

Houston-Johnson routinely wins business against com-

budget needed to be maintained as a safety net. HJI looked

panies that are 10-times their size because of what they

for a warehouse management system provider with experi-

can provide in terms of labor cost, accuracy and customer

ence in the industry they were serving (3PL automotive)

service. The Exacta WMS is allowing Houston-Johnson to

and other industries where they were looking to expand and

pursue customers in any industry vertical, not just automo-

selected the Exacta WMS from Bastian Solutions.

tive.

Houston-Johnson uses the Exacta warehouse management

For more information, visit
bastiansolutions.com or call (800) 772-0464
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Houston Johnson Sequences Key Components to Ford Plant
Business Objectives:
•

Manual and paper driven processes were
resulting in increased time required for picking
and inaccurate “sequencing” resulting in Quality Rejects.

•

No system was in place for tracking what was in
inventory and where it was located at any given
moment.

•

The manual and paper processes resulted in
increased employee training time

Key Technologies:
•

Bastian developed a Ford interface with built in
redundancy and alerts.

•

Paperless “RF” picking, sequencing, and shipping modules ensured correct “Just-In-Time”
delivery to Ford.

•

Web-based customer access was provided to
view inventory levels and order status.

•

An automated interface was linked to the accounting system.

•

Reports generated provided operators and
supervisors with detailed visibility on current
operator productivity

Results:
•

Ford received their components on time and in
the right sequence.

•

Bastian’s solution decreased operator training
time by over 50%.

•

Pick times decreased by 50%.

•

Quality rejects were effectively eliminated

For more information, visit
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